Persuasive Planning Sheet

Name ____________________________

Paragraph One: Introduction

Attention Getter: __________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Background Information: __________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Thesis statement: _________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Main Transition Sentence to Bodies (State your opinions and three reasons): ______

________________________________________________________________________

Paragraph Two: Body 1

Topic Sentence: ____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Support one: _____________________________________________________________

Example: _________________________________________________________________

Support two: _____________________________________________________________

Example: _________________________________________________________________

Support three: ____________________________________________________________

Example: _________________________________________________________________

Closing/Transition Sentence: ________________________________________________

Paragraph Three: Body 2
Paragraph Four: Body 3

Topic Sentence: ________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Support one: __________________________________________________________________

Example: ___________________________________________________________________

Support two: _________________________________________________________________

Example: ___________________________________________________________________

Support three: __________________________________________________________________

Example: ___________________________________________________________________

Closing/Transition Sentence: ______________________________________________________

Other information: Look at your reasons above; how could someone argue against them logically. Write that as the “objection” then give your answer to that argument on the “rebuttal” line.

Opposing View___________________________ ______ ___________________________
Counter-argument: __________________________________________________________

This information will go into body paragraph _________

Opposing View: __________________________________________________________

This information will go into body paragraph _________

Counter-argument: __________________________________________________________

This information will go into body paragraph _________

Opposing View: __________________________________________________________

Paragraph Five: Conclusion

Restatement of Opinion: ______________________________________________________

Powerful Ending: ____________________________________________________________